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nothing to philosophy, should now be made tbe source par excellence of
rational religion.

The Index, which is specially full, extends to over 80 pages. But mis-
prints are lamentably common.

H. R. MACKIHTOSH.

Studies in Christian Philotophy: The Boyle Lectures, 1920. By W. R.
MATTHEWS, M.A., B.D. London : Macmillan, & Co., 1920. Pp. 228.

IF this book does not make any materi<d advanoe upon the presentations
of theifl'ic argument recently put forward by Profs. Ward, Pringle-Pattison
and Sorley, it may be said to carry on that argument on the lines which
the best forthcoming theistic philosophy hare laid down. The promise,
contained in its title, to discuss the distinctively Christian type of theism,
is but scantily fulfilled ; bat as further courses of Boyle Lectures are to be
delivered by the author, we may expect the completion of his purpose in n
later volume.

The present work on ethical theism may be recommended to readers of
MUTD because, unlike some essays in theological apologetic, it does not set
out from presuppositions such as the philosopher would be inclined to
reject as groundless. Its writer eschews the various short cuts to the
establishment of theism which assume what is called ' the validity of
religious experience,' and the familiar attempts to avoid in one way or
another the final appeal to reason. As against the view that theology is
but the formulation of religious experience, he holds that there is no such
thing as religious experience that is prior to the fashioning of theological
ideas, and that whatever is tui genera in religious experience is to be
sought, not in the affective and conatdonal elements which such experience
contains, but in the ideas which are employed to colligate them and to
assign them a causal explanation. From this view it follows that theology
involves dogma or metaphysics ; and it is the tenability of such metaphyaic
with which philosophy of religion should be primarily, if not solely,
concerned.

The author further recognises that in this cognitional aspect, theology
is a matter of belief, not of knowledge : of probability, not of implication
or demonstrability. And, in this connexion, he might perhaps have
insisted more plainly that the theist can' afford to make this confession
without qualms now that it has come to be generally recognised that all
our scientific knowledge of the world presupposes the inductive hypothesis
and the venture of faith. The most that can be expected from theism is
thus a reasonable ground for its belief, i.e., a basis in such partial knowledge
as we think we have : and any philosophy concerned to repudiate theism
must be in the same case. Arguing, as I understand him, on these lines,
Mr. Matthews proceeds to maintain that theism is to-day a ' live option,'
and to compare itsinasonablenesa, as an interpretation of the world, with
that of other current alternatives such as absolutism, naturalism and
pluralism. Hit examination of these rival options is but cursory ; but if
it dismisses them somewhat facilely on that acoountjit at any rate serve*
to exhibit clearly the characteristics of theism The same purpose is
furthered by the lectures on divine personality and the idea of creation.
But the most important link in the chain of theiatio argument, which as a
whole one may best describe as cumulatively teleolojncal, is supplied by
considerations concerning human morality. Mr. Matthews assigns a
prominent position to arguments based on such considerations; but he
aims at more than deriving from them additional strength for a cumulative
teleology. As I have already offered criticism of these several moral argu-
ments in another review, I will here say no more than that none of the
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various attempts that have beenmade to *how that theism is the necessary
presupposition of the objectivity of-mor»] truths or of ethical ideals seems
to me to be free from fallacy, and- tfifct the author's argumentation, like
that of other recent defenders of theism, is weaker rather than stronger
for trying to extract more evidenoe for theism from the sphere of values
than is famished by the fact that the world is so constituted as to be
instrumental to the acquisition of the moral status and to moral progress.
The theist of to-day is indeed seldom, if ever, content with this modicum
of ' moral proof' ; but I think that his valour, in fighting so lightly armed,
would prove the better part of bis discretion.

F. B. TKHTABT.

Pantheitrn and the Value of Life, with Special Reference to Indian
Philo*ophy. By W. S. UEQOHABT, M. A., D.Phil. London: Epworth
Press, 1919. Pp.732.

This work was originally submitted as a thesis for the degree of D.Phil, of
Aberdeen University. It is divided into three books and an Introduction
of fifty-four pages. Book I. (pp. 67-514). deals with Pantheism and the
Value of Life in Indian Philosophy. Book II. (pp. 515-580) treats of
Pantheum in Western Philosophy. Book HI. is devoted to recapitulation
and generalisation. The author says in the preface, " I should esteem it a
favour if attention were mainly directed to toe Introduction and Books L
and III, very specially to Book I. whioh deals exclusively with Indian
Philosophy". On the next page of the preface he tells us the object
which he has in view in writing tnis work: " At times there seems to
have been a slight tendency both to underestimate the value of Western
philosophical and religious contribution and to overlook certain deficiencies
in Indian speculation which near and constant contact with the peoples of
India makes abundantly evident My own, opinion is that a radical trans-
formation of Indian thought will be necessary if India is to advance
mentally, morally, and religiously, and my main object in this discussion
is to show, with, I hope, all due and sympathetic appreciation of .the im-
mense value of Indian philosophy, the necessity for this transformation."
In accordance with the author s request I shall limit myself to the main
part of his work whioh deals with Indian philosophy.

The fundamental position of Pantheism is denned by Prof. Urquhart as
" the double assertion that God is all that is and that there cannot be any-
thing but God". The effect of Pantheism on the value of life is to be
judged by deciding whether it leads to pessimism or optimism. True
optimism is defined " as that attitude of mind which, in full consciousness
of the exact state of things in the world, holds to the belief that the
highest values are being and will be realised ". Pessimism in its positive
aspect is regarded as the belief that the process of the world U towards
evil and towards pain, and in its negative aspect as indifference to the need
of progress or the denial of its possibility ; aad these two aspects are so
closely related that the latter type often leads to the former.

In dealing with the Vedic religion, Prof. Urquhart holds that the Vediu
people believed that the hidden forces of the world were like a fluid and a
Demi-material reality which the worshipper by means of certain rites and
incantations may participate in and thus obtain divine power through a
process of physical absorption. This is indeed a very curious doctrine and
Prof. Urquhart does not tell us on «hat authority he considers this as a
fundamental Vedic doctrine. We know thrt the Vedic people believed in
the magical force of sacrifices, but we are not aware that this was a semi-
material fluid in which the worshipper participated. In a curious way he
associates this with an ascetic tinge and discovers the germ of the negative
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